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Page Two The Northern
Some Pioneers of MOOSEHEAD_
 CHESUNCOOK and
by F. S. Davenport MILLINOCKET
We three—J. P. Moore, F. A. Appleton, and the writer, knew very well what 
we were about when we started on our excursion ; able and distinguished 
pens—Winthrop, “Life in the Open Air ” Thoreau, “The Maine Woods,” 
had traced and illumined the route, so it was clearly outlined to our imagination, 
but we did not know that, 58 years afterward it would be printed in The Northern, 
and here we are.
This humble pen will be aided by authentic photographs of persons, hotels, 
camps, and other things, long since disappeared, a collection of more than fifty 
years, some lately found and others promised in season for the issue in which they 
belong, and these will tell their own story better than this pen can tell it.
I will whisper that all the events were as stated, yet were not all in the one 
excursion, but in two over the same route, and are interwoven because important 
as history, and for other reasons. This explains seeming errors as to dates. I 
will tell the story, and you may make dates as you please.
We
PART FIVE
We broke camp and started 
at sunrise, and here we 
are at the mouth of the 
stream; we turn down 
the West Branch won­
dering what will be our
adventures. There is no house, 
shanty, camp or clearing until we 
reach the settlement at “Suncook,” 
and we may expect to meet no one.
A few rods below we come upon 
quick water, which alternates with 
slow water for a mile and three quar­
ters to the head of the Moosehorn 
deadwater, after three miles of this 
we notice the Moosehorn stream on 
our right hand, then Moosehorn rips, 
short and feeble, then a variety as 
before and we reach a large island, 
with the best channel on the south 
side.
Below this we come to a long 
stretch of shallow water, which we 
pass over until it becomes so low that 
we can no longer remain in the 
canoe; two get out and walk in the 
bed of the stream, which is bare on 
all sides, sand and gravel, with nar­
row trickling channels between, finally 
there is not enough for the canoe 
alone, and we push it along and tote 
it as well. It is near noon. We let the 
 canoe rest where it is, choose a wide 
dry bed of sand, take out buckets to 
sit on, gather enough dry stuff along 
the shore to boil coffee and have lunch. 
This, then, is the “Fox Hole,” where 
Jack told us we would have to tote the 
birch, and over on our left is the 
place where the current in spring has 
dug a hole under the bank, where one 
 of the men told us at the carry, that 
 “we might be drowned, if we came 
 ‘ upon it unawares.” It might be so in 
a swift current, but today it would 
not drown a cat. All this accumula­
tion of sand and gravel is brought 
here by the spring freshets in the 
log driving season. After lunch we 
get the canoe along some how, and 
reach the head of Fox Hole rips, two 
get into the canoe and urge it along 
over the rips, one goes along the 
right hand shore, and then on the 
top of the bank along the West 
Branch road where he finds one or 
two mile posts indicated by Roman 
numerals cut on each side of the large 
trees by an axe, as logs are marked. 
There is a fall of 17 feet over these 
rips in 1.65 miles; then at the foot 
deeper and slower water, where the 
third man comes aboard.
Next, after a while we reach the 
head of Rocky Rips, which are man­
aged in the same way, the fall in these 
rips is seven feet in 1.35 miles. At 
Pine Stream dead water, just at the 
foot of the rips the stream is wider 
and there are a few small islands. 
Pine stream enters on the right hand, 
and, just below is the head of Pine 
stream falls. This is the most con­
siderable rapid between the carry and 
“Suncook.” The channel is narrow, 
over, and through ledges, the water 
deeper because of the flow from Pine 
stream. We decide to go over it with 
three in the birch. Just at the first 
break of the falls we have a vista 
down stream with Mt. Ktaadn in the 
distance, and know that the stream 
has turned from northeast to south- 
east, and, for a moment, our eyes 
The Old Cemetery Now Flowed Out.
resting upon the view we ran on a 
rock two or three inches under water. 
It was a slippery and very good- 
natured rock, and we slid off, the 
canoe had turned around, and “the 
bows of her was in the starn of her.” 
We had seen this caper before, and 
the end men turned also, we went over 
the falls at high speed, all was well, 
no water leaked in. A birch will find 
its own way over rapids if you do 
not “hector it” too much. The fall 
of the stream in this rapid is 22 
feet in 0.75 of a mile. From the foot 
of these falls to Chesuncook lake is a 
deadwater of two and a quarter miles. 
There are three wooden piers at the 
“booming out place,” a quarter mile 
before entering the lake.
The scenery along the West Branch
 from the North East Carry to 
Chesuncook lake can be described in 
one word, “Dismal?’ So many dead 
  and rotting trees, many already fallen 
into the stream, thousands of others, 
 leaning in all directions, ready to fall. 
 White ghosts of trees, worse than 
the farmer’s wood lot, rubbish of tree 
 tops rotting everywhere.
The elevation of the West Branch 
 at the foot of the North East Carry 
 is 967. At its entrance into Chesun- 
cook lake it is 908, a fall of 59 feet 
 in 20.25 miles, 47 of it in three falls 
and rips, and 12 over the “dead- 
waters,” which are “slowwaters” with 
a noticeable current, and a fall of 
one or more feet to the mile. Now 
the stream is wider and we see the 
entrance to the lake; reaching it we 
observe on our right hand a con­
siderable piece of flat land, an alluvial 
deposit created by the debris of spring 
freshets for years. Some low bushes, 
and grass are growing on it; a pas­
ture, and cattle are feeding there. 
Over this, half a mile beyond, the few 
buildings of the settlement are visible, 
on the side of a hill facing the lake, 
and across the lake, some small log 
shanties and clearings. We pass 
around the pasture land and take a 
southeast course, nearly the entire ex­
tent of the lake is in view with Mt. 
Ktaadn beyond the southeast end, dis­
tant 36 miles. It is a good view, but
A man seldom looks well in a divorce suit.
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The Chesuncook House. 1, Jos. W. Smith ; 2, Ansel B. Smith ; 3, Howard Cates.
not the best, the pose is not grand, 
the few other eminences which were 
a part of the mountain ages ago are 
in such position as to make a long, 
flat, uninteresting outline. We land 
on the shore at the foot of the hill 
on which the large buildings are, and 
Moore goes up to the hotel to deliver 
the letters that were given us at the 
carry. This hotel, the “Chesuncook 
House” is a large, new framed build­
ing painted white, with an immense 
sign over the veranda which can be 
read at sight, at the distance of a 
mile.
The delivery of letters announces 
our arrival, and brings us a few vis­
itors, and, as at the North East Carry, 
we are expected to tell whence we 
have come, whither we are going, and 
why, have our possessions looked over 
and estimated, and, like the news­
paper, relate all we know, and more. 
If you have travelled about, and have 
studied human nature, you have 
learned that, next to money, the per­
sonal equation makes a strong pull. 
These palavers have value, we make 
acquaintance, friendship, perhaps, 
“which covers a multitude of sins.” 
One who gathers friends along the 
path of life, makes a smoother pass­
age than does the one who gathers 
enemies.
We notice a camp near by where an 
Indian is making a canoe. A big bed 
of cedar shavings is close to us, and 
we decide to camp on it, a cracked 
ledge has already been rigged up as 
a fireplace, plenty of dry chips along 
the shore. We unload, and are “at 
home” in a very few minutes.
Early in the evening, rain, which 
had been threatening all the after­
noon began to fall, we brought the 
canoe ashore and disposed it and our 
shelter tent in a position to keep us 
and our possessions dry, which it did, 
only that Moore, next morning, com­
plained that his long legs stuck out, 
and his boots were full of water. A 
light rain continued all day, which 
was Sunday, the others spent the 
time up at the house, meals and all; 
I staid with our things and fought 
black flies. I thing that they brought 
down to me some Chesuncook dainties. 
Moore talked about having a Sunday 
school at the house, but he likely was 
joking. We intended to remain only 
one night, but the rain kept us there 
two nights.
Now, let us leave our affairs, which 
are not interesting at this point, and 
take up this settlement of “Chesun­
cook,” and see what it is, for the 
benefit of those who were never here 
and never will be. It is not a town, 
nor a precinct of a town. Its official 
title is Township 5, Range 13. Its 
location is the head of Chesuncook 
lake. In West Branch lingo it is 
called “Suncook,” for short, and this 
denotes the lake or the settlement. 
The township is six miles square, like 
most of the wild land townships of 
Maine; 36 square miles. This clear­
ing is about 200 acres, there are four 
clearings on the opposite side of the 
lake of a few acres each, in all a mere 
speck in the midst of 36 square miles. 
The lake itself runs “cat corner” 
through a part of Township 4, and 
from the northeast corner to the 
southeast corner of Township 3 of 
Range 12. The census has no re­
THE CHESUNCOOK HOUSE
port of the resident population at this 
time, it is about 50.
Now, what is the reason for this 
settlement so far from any other. No 
shanty west for twenty miles; no 
shanty south for twenty miles. North 
and east countless miles of wilderness 
with no shanty whatever. By way of 
the West Branch, the nearest house is 
sixty miles—the Tom Fowler house 
on Millinocket stream. The answer is 
in four word, “The white pine tree.” 
And now we will write “ancient his­
tory”—(for which I am indebted to 
Mr. Lindley H. Folsom), from 1849 to 
this present.
In 1849 the land was so far cleared 
that two or more Smiths (including 
Ansel Smith) came here and built the 
original log shanty, but the family 
did not come until later. The log 
shanty was a spacious low building, 
80 feet long with many large apart­
ments, had large stone chimneys, and 
was roofed with spruce bark. It 
stood at about a dozen rods from the 
lake and considerably elevated above 
it. The windows were imported all 
but the casings. One end was the 
regulation loggers camp for the 
boarders, with the usual fir floor, and 
log benches, and a large stone fire
place. The cellar was a separate 
building like an ice house, a potato 
and vegetable hole, with a permanent 
roof. There was a large framed barn, 
the uprights and beams hewed by 
hand with an axe, the boards sawed 
by a whip-saw at a saw-pit close by. 
The barn contained a machine to press 
and bale hay. There was a large 
vegetable garden with turnips, beets, 
carrots, potatoes, all of great size, and 
worth as much on the spot as they 
would be in New York or Boston. 
There was a hog house, a milk house, 
a blacksmith shop, all built of logs. 
The blacksmith shop was fully 
equipped and efficient, and had often 
a half ton of bar iron in one bateau 
load from the North East Carry. 
Much work was done at this shop in 
making, ironing and repairing sleds, 
and in shoeing oxen and horses.
The tall man with white hair is Leonard Hilton, in charge from 1868 until Ansel B. Smith 
took lease from John H. Eveleth. Others unknown.
Many a habit that looks bad feels good.
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In 1851 Mr. Joshua Folsom, (father 
of Mr. L. H. Folsom and Mr. L. S. 
Folsom) was engaged by Ansel Smith 
to come to the settlement as ac­
countant, and to have general over­
sight of the shanty, which consisted 
of the regulation logging camp with 
a large stone fireplace, and a dining 
room and kitchen annexed. This was 
a general rendezvous, and hotel for 
lumber operators at diverging points, 
including Smith’s operations, which 
were quite extensive at that time. All 
supplies were then hauled by team 
from Bangor, either via Greenville or 
Ktaadn Iron Works, and shanties, 
separated at approximately ten miles 
were located along the forest road, 
where tote-teams, transients, and 
crews of woodsmen could be accom­
modated with all necessaries, includ­
ing rum and molasses. These supply 
roads formed a junction at the “Grant 
Place,” twenty miles south of the 
Chesuncook shanty, with the Joseph 
Morris shanty between, so the Chesun­
cook house had the patronage from 
both points.
The hotel rates for transients at 
nearly all the shanties at that time 
were 35 cents a meal, sometimes the 
same for lodging, and other times 
nothing for lodging. Tote teams, for
Chesuncook Lake.
Lindley H. Folsom.
after the hotel was built and was oc­
cupied by laborers living at the Lake.
Commencing at the north end of the 
settlement on the easterly shore of 
Chesuncook at the time the new 
Chesuncook House was built, the first 
clearing and log house was that of 
,  John Bridge, an old Englishman who 
eliminated the “h” in his pronuncia- 
tion. He was an eccentric, uneducated 
man, though endowed with much so- 
called horse sense. Both he and his 
 wife died there and are buried in the 
little cemetery in the cove above the 
Chesuncook House.
The second was that of John Baker, 
a Frenchman, and a sort of “Jack at 
all trades,” a very good blacksmith, 
fairly good carpenter, something of a 
 musician, and withal a very indus- 
trious, good citizen. The next was 
 that of John Smart, a capable woods-
man with two horses, supper, lodging 
and breakfast and hay for the horses 
$1.35; weekly boarders, $3.50 per 
week.
By 1852 Smith owned or controlled 
a tract of two miles in length by one 
half mile in width, extending down 
the lake, below the clearing, which 
had become an area of one hundred 
acres, and had cut on it in that season 
seventy tons of hay, and on another 
clearing twenty tons, all of this to 
be used in his own lumbering opera­
tions. Some time in 1858 or 1859, 
John H. Eveleth of Greenville ac
quired possession of the Chesuncook 
place, and Peter Walker of Brighton, 
Maine, had charge until November, 
1863, when Mr. Eveleth, Mr. L. H. 
Folsom and Mr. L. S. Folsom entered 
into co-partnership, and built the 
large frame house now known as the 
Chesuncook House. The old original 
log shanty stood for several years John H. Eveleth
Baxter Smith, a farmer with a large 
family of children. One of the boys 
was still living at the Lake in 1915.
The settlers on both sides of the 
lake at that time were all squatters 
on State land, and dependent upon 
the lumbermen to buy their crop of 
hay, oats, and potatoes.
At the original log shanty there 
- was the beginning of a store, which 
 later at the new house developed into 
a large enterprise with a very compre­
hensive stock of goods used by woods- 
 men, river drivers, campers, fisher- 
men, hunters, trappers, and transients, 
on the same line as the Kineo store.
The clearing next below the Smith’s 
 on that side is the Strickland farm, 
an enterprise of Major Hastings 
 Strickland.
It is in charge of Jesse Murphy 
 and has been since it was cleared up. 
It has an area of at least one hundred 
acres. There is a log shanty as a 
residence, an immense frame barn, 
a small barn, and a hog house. The 
crops raised, animals, poultry, etc., 
are about the same as at the other
places, and are all used by Major 
Strickland in his lumber operations. 
Some years later than our visit Jesse 
Murphy removed to Kenduskeag in 
Penobscot county. He had three sons,
Indian Camp, Chesuncook.
who were named after one or another 
of the Strickland family.
The Indian’s camp is that of Peter 
Tomah. He makes canoes, and his 
wife and children make sweet-grass 
baskets which they sell in the sum­
mer at sea-shore resorts. They are 
sold out at present, and are making 
for next season. The making of a 
birch canoe is interesting to observe. 
Provide an Indian with a sharp axe 
and a large jack-knife—he can go 
into the woods, cut his birch tree, peel 
the bark, make his canoe, fasten it 
together with spruce roots, pitch it, 
and be indebted to civilization for the 
axe and knife only, and in earlier 
times he made even those himself. We 
have by now receded a long distance 
from such self reliance. We now ex­
pect to touch a button and “let George 
do it.” This method is not turning 
out well, and will result in worse 
later on.
The day's mile can be shortened by prefixing an “s” to it.
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Jesse Murphy.
This Sunday at Chesuncook was 
dismal, but it was no fault of Chesun­
cook; a very light rain fell all day. 
We might have gone trout-fishing, 
but why? We had not eaten all of 
the Lobster Lake trout, and it was 
a long way from our camp to any 
trout-hole. We shall find along our 
way down the West Branch as good 
trout-fishing as there is or ever was. 
The others staid up at the house and 
“lived on the fat of the land.” They 
could. Moore always wore a long 
beard. Frank had no beard. I had a 
ten days’ beard. How did I look? 
Cannot say, as I had no mirror. With 
the beard and a million black-fly bites, 
I must have been “a sight.” I have 
made in all three visits to Chesuncook, 
but have never entered the house, 
have no idea of what it is, inside, but 
my boatmen and companions always 
went inside and mostly bought some­
thing at the store, to supply some 
need, or to replace something lost. 
There was one event—Joe Francis 
and Lewis Katchem of Old Town 
came along on their way from the 
North East Carry to Eagle Lake, 
where they were going for their 
autumn hunting and trapping, and 
to get a moose at Smith brook, the 
only place at that time where a 
moose might be found. I made their 
acquaintance for the first time, and 
in later years had one or the other 
as guide and boatman.
Their arrival and departure made 
an agreeable diversion. The evening 
was more than stupid. I was alone 
and tried to doze, and meditate, but 
was uneasy, my black-fly bites smart­
ed and would not let me sleep. The 
flies had paid to the others some at­
tention, but they would not allow me 
to be out of their sight for an in­
stant. The trilling song of the tree­
toads might have lulled me to sleep, 
but they quit early, and I heard 
musical sounds that I could not com­
prehend. Moore said he was to have a 
service or a sing up at house, but I 
thought he only said so to hear him­
self talk. The music persisted, and 
it was not vocal music, but violin 
music. Now there were no Victrolas 
in those days and if you heard fiddles, 
there must be fiddlers, and this was 
not one fiddle or even two, but many 
fiddles and one bass fiddle. What sort 
of people are here that can raise an 
orchestra of a dozen or more violins? 
My curiosity impelled me to go out­
side the tent and listen. There is 
one large room of the house on the 
lower floor lighted up. Over beyond 
the house the western sky is clearing, 
the thinnest possible crescent of a 
new moon is nearly setting, it will 
be fair next day.
I walk slowly up to the house, 
there is a wooden bench on the 
veranda, I sit on it and look through 
a window. Yes, there are fiddles, a 
dozen or more of them, but, the 
fiddlers are not human. A lot of 
moose, some with great horns and 
long beards, (every head worth a 
hundred dollars or more, if its owner 
would part with it), some with no 
horns, in a row with their hind legs 
crossed under them. Some lay their 
ears down on the fiddles as if they 
loved them, just like “any old fiddler.” 
They play well, if they are “mooses.” 
They finish the tune, and begin to 
tune up the fiddles for the next tune. 
One big moose has a big fiddle as 
large as he is himself. No human be­
ing is in sight. The back of the room 
slides away, and there is the steamer 
“Fairy of the Lake,” the after gang­
way open. The gang plank is pushed 
out, and down trips the cow that was 
pushed overboard at the North East 
Carry. She is wearing a hobble skirt 
and pink pantalets.. How these fe­
males adore pink. Her horns are 
decorated with pond-lilies. Joe is 
leading her by the nigh horn and his 
other hand holds the stick that he 
had when chasing the pig. His gold 
earrings sparkle in the candle light.
Joe’s pig is on the cow’s back, 
greatly pleased with himself, and at 
peace with all the world. You ought 
to see the smirk on him. His little 
pig eyes burn like stars, he winks at 
me. They all come down front. The 
cow bows right and left, and scrapes
Uncle Anse Feeding the Fowl.
Levi S. Folsom.
one foot, and, lifting her head begins 
to sing, “Our days are as the grass,” 
to the tune of “Olmutz.” The moose 
play the accompaniment. The first 
verse goes nicely. At the beginning 
of the second verse the pig joins in 
with an unearthly squeal. A shiver 
agitates the moose; their eyes are 
glaring; it is more than they can 
endure; they rush and try to reach 
the pig, but he escapes, and Joe also. 
They then bang their fiddles on the 
cow’s head, and split them into slivers 
on her horns, but she is unmoved, she 
has learned her piece and has adorned 
herself for this occasion, and is de­
termined to see it through. The big 
moose sees me through the window 
and utters a tremendous roar, it is 
time for me to quit. I shove the 
bench against the front door to block 
it, and walk away quickly, but the 
moose have got out from the side 
door, and pass by me, growling, with 
the remains of their fiddles, but do 
not notice me. The big moose— 
enormous—with the big fiddle comes 
last. He smashes the big fiddle over 
my head, and my head goes up 
through it, but does not hurt me, I 
stumble and sit down, and remain.
(Continued on Page Seven)
Peace is a state of mind—of mind your own business.
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Editorials
OUR WORK
Work is a subject about which we 
joke at one time or grumble at an­
other time. Seriously, work seems to 
be one part of the eternal scheme of 
things. When one thinks rightly, it 
is clear that it is one of the greatest 
blessings, bestowed by an all-wise 
providence, upon the human race. If 
you doubt that something is wrong 
with your work—or with you. It may 
be that your work is too hard for 
you, or possibly you have kept at it 
too long without a rest. In that case 
you need a vacation. Go take “a 
spell off.” Rest and play as hard as 
you have worked; then come back and 
face your job, it will look different to 
you. On the other hand, it may be 
that you are just discontented, or 
jealous of some other fellow, or—it 
is just possible—maybe you’re lazy. 
Fortunately for the human race, all 
of these disorders are curable! They 
are due, in the first place, to a wrong 
point of view. Sometimes they are 
of so long standing as to require 
drastic treatment, but they can be 
cured. It is possible for you to be in 
love with your job—unless you really 
are in the wrong place. The remedy 
for that is different work. If it hap­
pens, now, that you are looking 
enviously at the other fellow, thinking 
that he has an easier job than you; 
just look out for that. You may be 
mistaken about that easier job. No 
man knows what a job is like till he, 
personally, undertakes to put it over. 
Most jobs have supprises for the on­
looker—when he gets on the inside. 
Jobs are hard or easy according to 
the skill or ability which the worker 
brings to them. Teddy Roosevelt 
probably found it an easy job to be 
president of the United States, the 
chances are that he liked it; but the 
average man would be locked up in a 
mad house, and spend the rest of his 
life trying to trace out the designs in 
the wall paper, after being president 
for a while. So, it is just possible 
that the worst thing that could hap­
pen to you would be a promotion to 
the position which you covet. I knew 
a man once who had looked to what 
he thought a desirable position, with 
jealousy for the man who filled it. 
He was often heard to say that it 
was “pull” that got that fellow there. 
Unexpectedly promotion came, he was 
sent to the job he’d been wanting. 
After a period of the hardest work of 
his life, he resigned what he had so 
long sought; he confessed his failure 
and asked for his old job back. The 
task required foresight and skill in 
managing men. He had it not. Con­
fusion in the work and distraction in 
his own mind drove him out. That 
which had been an easy job to an­
other was impossible to him. The 
cure for envy is a look-in.
It is a great thing to stretch one’s 
limbs, of a morning, in eager anticipa­
tion of the day’s work, to pitch in 
when the time comes and work with 
all one’s might, to make the work 
more fun than play, to lie down to 
rest at night well satisfied with a 
day’s work done. Don’t you wish you 
could?
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
In order that you may receive your 
Northern promptly, please send any 
change in your address to Mr. M. S. 
Hill, room 607, 6 State St., Bangor, 
Maine.
WHY DON’T YOU LOOK OUT?
I was going down the street on the 
night before the Fourth, and as I 
walked I watched a group of small 
boys and girls celebrating. Suddenly 
an explosion, a sharp cry of pain, a 
little girl realed aside moaning. I 
saw it all. One of the boys flourish­
ing some explosive carelessly had let 
it off right in the girl’s face. Her 
eye proved to be badly injured. When 
one of the group turned accusingly 
to the careless one, he said brutally, 
“Well, why don’t you look out!”
It was a rather busy street corner 
for a small town. There was no 
traffic cop. The regular passage of 
The thrifty in the long run spend more money than the unthrifty.
autos was cut into by a carelessly 
driven car. A man, not the careless 
one, was badly hurt. As he came out 
of his dazed condition, someone said 
you’re lucky to be alive. The careless 
driver, gathering up his driving 
gloves, said, as he glanced over his 
shoulder, “You’d better be looking 
out next time.”
The ball room was a bit over 
crowded, and the night was hot. A 
young fellow who had attracted some 
attention during the evening, collided 
with a couple on the floor. The lady 
was made uncomfortable and em- 
barassed. Under the hostile eye of her 
partner the young fellow said, “Your 
fault, why don’t you look where your 
going!”
Sure enough! Why don’t you look 
out! There are a few people in the 
world who forget other people’s 
rights. They probably do not intend 
to invade the rights of others, they 
just get absorbed with themselves. 
When calamity follows their careless­
ness, they selfishly defend themselves 
by saving, “Well, why don’t you look 
out!”
Don't forget, FIELD DAY, Aug. 
12, 1922 at Lamoine Beach.
RURAL EDUCATION
The National Educational is hold­
ing its annual session in Boston. This 
association brings together more than 
twenty thousand teachers and edu­
cators from all over the United 
States. Such a gathering cannot fail 
to bring important results to the 
work of education in America,
Among the important subjects 
under discussion, there, is the matter 
of rural education. One speaker said 
that the future of the American 
citizen depends upon the education of 
the boys and girls born and reared 
in the rural community. Down here 
in Maine we are interested in that 
subject for a large part of our com­
munity is rural.
Great changes have taken place in 
the methods of education in the past 
quarter of a century. Not a few of 
us can remember “the little red school 
house” of our early days. Looking 
back upon it now, it all seems queer 
to us. The poorly heated, badly 
ventilated little room with its “carved 
benches” and broken window panes, 
repaired with slates or geography 
covers comes back to us in memory. 
It may be that the birch rod or the 
ruler on the teacher’s desk comes into 
the picture for some of us. We look 
back to recall that the educational 
attainments of the teacher were in 
some cases very limited. The text 
books some times lacked covers, some 
times were minus important leaves, 
always exhibited independence by be­
ing different to any of its fellows. 
We all began by ourselves in inde­
pendent study on any subject at the 
opening of the term. A man recently 
relating some of his experiences along 
this line said, “I began at common 
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fractions and figured through the rule 
of three for five successive terms.” 
He said that he soon got to know the 
subject rather well and it was easier 
than learning something new. Prob­
ably his story could be duplicated in 
every group of a dozen men. There 
was little or nothing in the way of 
supervision, and the teacher was on 
her own resources. Her term of 
service depended upon her popularity 
and the influence of the man who 
employed her. Her permit to teach 
school was issued by some one who 
was likely as much influenced by per­
sonal reasons as by the teacher’s 
fitness.
All this and more is true of the 
“good old days,” but it is impossible 
in the days of our children. Better 
school houses, better text books, better 
teachers, better supervision, better 
courses have come to us.
There is still great chance for im­
provement. We have not yet reached 
perfection, but we are going some.
“LET HER SLIDE”
Let the howlers howl and the growlers 
growl, and the prowlers prowl, and 
the gee-gaws go it;
Behind the night there is plenty of 
light, and things are all right and 
I know it.—Anonymous.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hill and 
daughter Adelaide, spent the week
end and the Fourth as the guests of 
Mr. Ralph Rowe at the Peak’s Island 
House, Peak’s Island, Me. Mr. Rowe 
is the teacher of penmanship at the 
Portland high school, and the prin­
cipal of the night school at Portland. 
This is Mr. Rowe’s twentieth season 
as manager of the Peak’s Island 
House.
If you pride yourself on being a 
descendant from Early Settlers you 
had better pay your bills on time.
Once in a while it pays to dig up a 
mummy and examine him, if only to 
prove that the world do move!—From 
a recent addition in Collier’s.
First Game on New Diamond at Grant Farm.
Field Day—Lamoine Beach 
AUGUST 12, 1922
This is to he the best and largest time yet. J. 
Sherman says that he can give us all the lobsters and 
clams we can eat and then some.
 The forenoon will be given over to field events.
 SHORE DINNER at noon. Dancing, bathing, boating
 and ball game in the afternoon. About 6 P. M. there
 will be a chicken and salad lunch served under the Big
 Top, followed by dancing till a late hour.
Miller’s 5-piece orchestra will furnish music for the 
dancing.
Anyone having an auto and having room for more 
than their party, kindly notify the committee on trans­
portation.
 Dues for the year viz., $4.00, are now due and pay-
 able to H. L. Miller, Treasurer, Bangor Office.
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FUNNY HOW THINGS GROW
Three men, an Irishman, a Swede 
and a Hebrew, were brought to court. 
The Hebrew was arrested for stealing 
a cow; the Swede for stealing a horse, 
and the Irishman for stealing a 
wagon.
“Well,” said the judge, turning to 
the Hebrew, “where did you get the 
cow?”
“I’ve had it since it was a calf,” 
was the reply.
“Where did you get the horse?” he 
asked the Swede.
“I’ve had it since it was a colt,” 
replied the Swede.
“And, Patrick, where did you get 
the wagon?”
“Oh, your Honor, I’ve had it since 
it was a wheelbarrow.”—Ex.
“Trifles make perfection, but per­
fection is no trifle.”—Michael Angelo.
IN THE OLD “WET” DAYS
It must have happened in the days 
before prohibition, and the editor of 
a small newspaper, inspired by three 
or four fingers, in describing a fair 
young bride, wrote: “Her dainty feet 
were encased in shoes that might have 
been taken for fairy boots.” But the 
compositor who set it had gotten far 
beyond the condition of inspiration, 
and it appeared in print: “Her dirty 
feet were encased in shoes that might 
have been taken for ferry boats.”— 
Successful Selling.
Some Pioneers of Moosehead, 
Chesuncook and Millinocket
(Continued From Page Five) 
there, but can see plainly. They all 
rush down toward the lake, and 
through our tent, which they carry 
away on their horns, and cast them
selves into the lake as did the swine 
in the Bible story, and the water 
closes over them. I lift the wreck of‘ 
the big fiddle over my head and the 
wind takes it and deposits it on the 
water where the moose had dis
appeared, and it sinks out of sight.
As soon as I can get my breath, I 
look around to see “what next.” At. 
the left hand Moore is sound asleep 
and snoring gently, at the right hand 
Frank is sound asleep and snoring 
not so very gently, there is more 
light, the tent is open, the lake is 
rippling and shining. I can hear the 
bells of the cattle up on the pasture 
land, ringing “The Angelus.” 
“Ring on sweet Angelus!”
“Angelus Domini *******” 
and it is Monday morning.
Don’t forget, FIELD DAY, Aug. 
12, 1922 at Lamoine Beach.
Where there’s a will, there’s a flock of lawyers.
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New Machine Shop at Greenville Junction.
... Greenville Shop ... |
These photographs are of the new 
repair shop that has just been com­
pleted at Greenville Junction by the 
Cummings Construction Company of 
Ware, Mass., for the spruce woods 
department of the Great Northern 
Paper Company.
C. Parker Crowell of Bangor made 
the plans and looked after the con­
struction; having Mr. George Wilbur 
as inspector on the job.
The object of this shop is to take 
care of all the repairs of all the 
equipment used on the different opera­
tions. After a job is completed, such 
as building a road, dam, or any job 
where machinery is used, everything 
will be shipped to the Greenville Shop 
where it will be repaired, painted and 
stored ready to be shipped to the 
next job.
The building is 218 feet in length 
by 102 feet in width with a basement 
under one half. The foundation and 
walls are of solid concrete. The floor 
is concrete covered with creosoted 
wood blocks. The roof is of gypsum, 
tarred and gravelled. The interior is 
divided as follows: First, one large 
room for the repair work, the forges 
for the blacksmith work occupying a 
small portion of one end. Next comes 
the assembly floor for trucks and 
tractors, taking up about 125 feet by 
50 feet. Oyer this floor is a 10-ton 
wire cable travelling crane, making it 
very convenient for the workmen, as 
the heavy parts can be moved with 
ease in either direction. On the 
opposite side are the wood working
machines and the assembly floor for 
wagons, sleds and all other wood 
work. Next comes the office which is 
fitted with steel desks, files, and 
clothes lockers. Next to the office is 
a large room for spare parts and 
tools. This room is to have steel bins 
for parts and tools. Just out side this 
room is part of the iron working 
machinery. Next to the parts-room is 
the paint room which is large enough 
for three 5-ton White trucks and one 
10-ton Holt tractor at one time, with 
sufficient room for the workmen. Next 
is the toilet. This room is fitted with 
all the modern conveniences, shower 
baths and steel lockers for the work­
men’s clothes. Next comes the base­
ment. There is a 2-ton electric ele­
vator, making it easy to handle heavy 
parts from the first floor to basement, 
where the 200-ton tire press and air 
compressor are installed.
New Machine Shop and Crew at Greenville Junction.
— The mind of man is the prime factor in material production.
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 MADISON MILL |
 
The heater boilers and coal bunks 
are in the basement but are separated 
from the main room by a concrete 
partition.
The machinery is all electrically 
driven. Most every machine has an 
individual motor. The motors are the 
Fairbanks-Morse ball bearing 40 de­
Let Us Smile
The thing that goes the farthest 
Towards making life worth while,
That costs the least and does the most, 
Is just a pleasant smile.
The smile that bubbles from a heart 
That loves its fellow-men
Will drive away the cloud of gloom, 
And coax the sun again;
It’s full of worth and goodness, too, 
With manly goodness blent—
It’s worth a million dollars, and 
Doesn’t cost a cent.
There is no room for sadness, when 
We see a cheery smile;
It always has the same good look— 
It’s never out of style—
It nerves us on to try again, when 
Failure makes us blue;
The dimples of encouragement are 
Good for me and you,
It pays a higher interest for it is 
Merely lent—
It’s worth a million dollars, and 
Doesn’t cost a cent.
A smile comes very easy—you can 
Wrinkle up with cheer
A hundred times before you could 
Squeeze out a soggy tear.
It ripples out, moreover, to the heart
strings that will tug,
And always leaves an echo that is 
Very like a hug.
So smile away. Folks understand, 
What by a smile is meant,
It’s worth a million dollars, and 
Doesn’t cost a cent.
—Baltimore American.
Don’t forget, FIELD DAY, Aug. 
12, 1922 at Lamoine Beach. 
gree type. All of the electric equip­
ment was furnished and installed by 
the Dole Company, Bangor.
The building is fitted with 
sprinklers and is supposed to be as 
near fire proof as anything can be 
built.
O. A. Harkness.
LEFT IN A MUDDLE
“Papa, did Walter call on you this 
morning?” an enamoured young girl 
said to her matter-of-fact father.
“Yes, but I couldn’t make out much 
of what he said,” the father replied.
“Couldn’t make out what he said?” 
the girl inquired. “What do you mean, 
papa?”
“Well,” explained the father, “as 
near as I could understand it, Walter 
said he wanted to marry me; that you 
had enough money to support him; 
and that we had always loved each 
other; so I told him to go home and 
write it in plain English.”
The world owes every man a living, 
but unfortunately the world has failed 
to put up any security.
Site New Pittston Diamond.
Ingleton Schenck, Jr., who is night 
superintendent of the Madison mill, 
is suffering from a fractured foot, 
which was run over by an automobile. 
He is going around on crutches.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Marden re
cently made a fishing trip to Bakers. 
They came home with but a few 
fish.
Mr. L. S. Fling of the Millinocket 
mill is in Madison on business.
Maurice Flynt and Herman Perkins 
have recently taken on Radio sets and 
supplies.
C. M. Carrier of Bureau of 
Economy, Millinocket, was a visitor 
at Madison on Thursday, June 22nd. 
He attended the Safety organization 
meeting.
Mr. George H. Marden and son 
Byron recently made a fishing trip to 
Sandy stream and reported a large 
catch.
On June 27th, Mr. Ingleton Schenck, 
superintendent of Madison mill, made 
a business trip to Boston in his auto­
mobile. Mrs. Schenck accompanied 
him.
Thomas Robertson recently made a 
trip to Millinocket.
George McNamara, of East Milli­
nocket, made a trip to Madison Mon­
day, July 3rd.
Lewis Fling returned to Millinocket 
Friday, June 30th, after spending sev­
eral days in Madison on business.
F. C. Bowler, Howard Chase and 
E. W. Prouty of the Millinocket mill 
were business visitors at Madison, 
Monday, July 10th.
A difficult job postponed becomes impossible later.
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Tanks at Greenville Junction.
The gasoline, kerosene and fuel oil 
storage tanks that have just been set 
by the G. N. P. Co. at Greenville Jct., 
have a capacity as follows: The three 
tanks for gasoline hold 34,000 gallons. 
The gas will all be handled through 
a nelectric registering pump. One 
tank for kerosene, 10,500 gallons; one 
tank for fuel oil, 18,000 gallons. The 
gasoline will be distributed from these
SUCCESS
I saw your golden form across the 
hills
When young, and picked the daisy 
petals
From their stems to see if you would 
wait,
And always knew that when I climbed 
the rise,
I’d find you, golden clothed, with 
radiant eyes.
I stumbled o’er the plain in later 
years,
Nor could I always see your beckon­
ing hand,
And once, ’neath Disappointment’s 
dark’ning skies,
Called journey’s halt and cried, “I’ll 
lose the prize.”
But still I knew your form was fair to 
win,
Full worthy days of march and nights 
of toil,
I held you in my dreams and 
struggled on . . .
The day at last dawned bright, but 
you had flown,
I stood upon the mountain-top . . . 
alone!
Far off across the purple range
I saw your golden hair beneath the 
sun,
Still fair you were and fair your 
radiant smile,
Alluring on across another mile. . . .
The giving of a prize was not your 
plan,
But, through a life of toil—to make 
a man.
tanks to Grant Farm tank, tank at 
Chesuncook Dam and all places on 
this side of the lake where gas is 
used. The White Tank Truck with a 
capacity of 1200 gallons is used for 
distributing. The crude oil will be 
used by the crude oil boats on 
Chesuncook Lake. There are two of 
these boats in use on Chesuncook Lake 
this season.
O. A. Harkness.
EVER SINCE JONAH’S DAY
He was talking about a fish specu­
lator who had made his pile during 
the war.
“It’s a good fish story,” he said, 
“and fish stories are popular. In 
fact, they’ve been popular ever since 
the days of Jonah.
“In the days of Jonah the fish 
swallowed the prophet and the people 
swallowed the story, nowadays the 
people swallow the fish and some­
body also swallows the profit.”
“Since I have been married I have 
had only one wish ungratified.” “And 
what is that?” “That I were single 
again.”
Site of New Seboomook Diamond.
 East Millinocket 
“Bud” Mooney recently made a 
business trip to Monticello.
Loading operation at Monticello has 
been completed.
John Cyr, formerly jitney driver of 
Kineo auto stage, is now employed by 
B. & A. R. R. at Millinocket. (Guard 
duty for strike.)
Loading operation at Island Falls 
at present is employing 25 men.
Bill LaCrosse made a business trip 
to Bangor, July 1.
George Gunn recently purchased a 
new Winton car.
Annie Fox has recently had a two 
weeks’ vacation.
Bill, the “jitney driver” recently 
made a business trip to Bangor.
Supt. Knox spent the Fourth at 
Dover.
Pat Whalen was in Bangor recently 
on a business trip, returning July 7 
to Millinocket, where he is repairing 
the road to Sandy Stream.
Frank Malone has concluded his 
duties at the Grant Farm.
E. S. Bunker’s son is visiting him 
at Island Falls.
THE KIND DEED
Scoutmaster: “Well, scout, did you 
do a kind deed today?”
Scout: “Yes, chief, I gave my white 
mice to our cat.”
A girl with pretty teeth will smile at anything.
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Millinocket
(Too Late for Last Issue)
Sunday morning, May 21st, Milli­
nocket’s clocks moved one hour ahead 
in keeping with the daylight saving 
plan for the summer months.
Mr. and Mrs. Moynihan of Smooth 
Rock Falls, Canada were the guests 
of Supt. and Mrs. Nevins the latter 
part of May. Mr. Moynihan was for­
merly assistant superintendent at the 
Millinocket mill.
Miss Young enjoyed a short visit at 
her home in Auburn, May 28th.
Hurray! Vacation days are here. 
We were all delighted to see the vaca­
tion list and were more than pleased 
to designate our choice for a two 
weeks’ sojourn away from work. 
August proved to be the most popular 
month but some of us have decided 
upon July and a few have chosen 
September.
At this writing we are unable to 
say just where each one intends to 
take his outing but believe since a 
hot wave recently hit Millinocket that 
the majority favor the beach.
* * *
CHATS
What’s your middle name, “Pop?” 
asked a certain young lady.
“Violet,” came the prompt answer. 
“I was named for a flower.”
Dot: “Poor foolish deluded girls! 
Will they never learn that there is 
no such thing as love? I tell you no 
man is capable of love and I guess I 
know.” That settled the argument.
June, busily typing at Miss Durepo’s 
desk.
John: Gawd Durepo! How you’ve 
shrunk.
PAINFULLY POLITE
We have one in our midst who is 
excruciatingly polite, and who spends 
half of her time saying “Thank you, 
Pardon me, and If you please.”
One morning on her way to the 
office, hurrying as usual, she stubbed 
her toe mercilessly against a huge 
stone which protruded boldly above 
the sidewalk’s surface.
“Oh, pardon me!” she apologized 
graciously as she unconsciously 
wended her way.
“Going some,” we’ll say when one 
has to beg pardon of a stone.
A SHOWER
After luncheon on the evening of 
May 27th, Miss Jennie Knowles, re­
cently employed as the G. N. P. Co.’s 
Nature takes her time because it's hers.
nurse was escorted to Stone Dam for 
a little outing.
At nine o’clock Miss Knowles re­
turned to Mr. R. P. Thorndike’s resi­
dence, where she was making a short 
visit. Upon entering the house, which 
was in darkness, an undertone of 
familiar voices with their “Sh—sh” 
for a moment made poor Jennie feel 
that she was “in the right church 
but in the wrong pew.” In a second 
the lights were on and the bewildered 
“tramp” as she insisted on calling 
herself, not having been previously re­
quested to dress for the occasion, 
faced a small party of friends who 
in acceptance of Mrs. Thorndike’s in­
vitation had gathered in honor of Miss 
Knowes’ approaching marriage to Mr. 
William P. Thorndike.
“Well,” exclaimed Jennie, half an 
hour later, during which period sev­
eral new guests had been ushered in 
to partake of the festivities, “Are 
there any more?”
When the confusion had succumbed 
and our nurse could talk without pant­
ing, the guests enjoyed a social hour 
at “auction,” the hostess, Mrs. Thorn­
dike awarding prizes for the highest 
and lowest scores.
Miss Minnie Thorndike entertained 
during the evening with piano solos.
After refreshments of ice cream, 
cake, punch and candy had been 
served, Miss Knowles was led to the 
dining room where a table laden with 
packages of all sizes and descriptions 
awaited her ,which when opened dis­
played many pretty and useful gifts 
such as silver, cut glass, china, linen 
and an electric toaster.
PAY ROLL DEPARTMENT
Now one more busy set
Is essential in our “works.” 
The Econ’my boys you’ve met,
Engineers and audit clerks,
Our pay day you’ll agree
Is a most important thing, 
A department you’ll now see
That joy to all does bring.
L. Marden is its head
Always pleasant you will find,
He hands out cash ’tis said,
Yet at parting doesn’t mind.
At early morn about
Nelson Clark is at his post, 
Our pay rolls getting out
And of other jobs can boast.
And Eliz’beth she types
All the data for these two, 
Oh! pay rolls she sure likes,
And “I’ll say” she’s nuff to do.
So if you’re pressed for cash
And you need a little dough, 
Just make one bold, brave dash
And these three will end your woe.
Doctor: “Professor, a little son has 
just arrived.”
Professor (absent-mindedly) : “Tell 
him to wait in the ante-room.”
CHESUNCOOK and 
J CHESUNCOOK DAM I  
Charles Ingalls and his crew of 
ship builders have completed a new 
covered scow at Chesuncook Dam, 
55 ft. x 16 ft. The job was done in 
record time, five men were employed 
26 days from the start to the launch­
ing. Mr. Ingalls is a top-notcher in 
this line of business, having built 
several ships at the Machias yard.
Bert Burr was the lucky number 
in a bet recently. Alex Gunn bought 
the smokes.
George Gunn has purchased a new 
Winton Six car.
When it comes to moving freight 
Capt. Gunn is on the job all the time. 
The wharf at Chesuncook Dam at 
times represents the North Atlantic 
fleet with tow boats, freighters and 
passenger boats. There is a daily 
mail boat which connects with a pass­
enger car which connects with the 
trains at Greenville, affording daily 
mail from Boston and Bangor. This 
is a wonderful improvement, consid­
ering the old days when mail came 
only once or twice per month. On 
the Chesuncook end, Capt. Gunn at­
tends to all passengers going or com­
ing on the lake and thoroughly under­
stands all the waters and landings.
Henry Pelkey is putting boat ways 
in readiness for the storage of boats.
Much credit is due to Chief Fire 
Warden Hutton for the able manner 
in which he handled the recent fire 
at Cuxabexis.
Miss Emma Davenport is telephone 
operator at the Grant Farm as Miss 
Fox is enjoying a vacation in the 
White Mountains. When it comes to 
telephone work, Ray is always on the 
job.
Charles Monroe’s flivver recently 
reared up and jumped sideways on 
the Grant Farm road. Lucky its 
occupants were only shaken up a bit.
Friends are congratulating Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl U. Kelley on the birth of 
an 8 1/2-pound girl, Jane Ward.
A dance and a banquet was ten­
dered the local teacher, Miss Morrison 
of Dexter, the village school having 
closed until September.
From an Observant Reader.
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Scene on Lobster Mountain.
SIMILAR CASES
The sun pierced the forest, casting 
its warm ray into secluded corners, 
lending warmth and comfort to the 
surrounding country. The tall spruce 
and pine swayed gently as a breeze 
from the lake struck them. The air 
was filled with the songs of birds and 
the busy hum of the flies. It was a 
wonderful day, each beautiful thing 
striving to be supreme.
From a cave near the lake an old 
mother bear lead four rambling, 
rollicking cubs from the shady depths 
of the cave into the bright warm out­
side. Four balls of fur falling over 
each other and playing happily while 
the mother, ever on her guard for 
approaching danger, lay watching 
them.
That morning a man left a camp 
ten miles away and started for a dis­
tant operation where he hoped to se­
cure work. For days he had been 
unsuccessful and he was fast becom­
ing discouraged. It was necessary 
that he should work but always the 
same answer to his inquiry—no work. 
To overcome his depressed feeling he 
started to whistle “I Know What It 
Means to Be Lonesome,” but disliking 
the sad tune he swung into the tune 
of “Chile Bean.”
Suddenly the notes ceased and his 
mouth seemed to freeze into its 
puckered position as he beheld a bear 
directly ahead in the middle of the 
path. He stopped and slowly beads 
of sweat became visible on his face. 
Attempting to run he found himself 
unable to move, his mind absolutely 
refusing to send the command to his 
legs. The bear’s face was ugly and 
the jaws apart. Her eyes were 
steadily on the face of the unfor­
tunate man and her throat emitting a 
slow growl.
Then the man found himself talking 
to the bear, saying, “Now Mrs. Bear, 
you can’t mean any harm to a poor 
man like me self. I’s been walkin’ 
all the mornin’ and nothin’ to eat. 
At home is me wife and six kids and 
if you’se finish me what’ll become of 
them. Think of it, six tiny babes and 
no one ter feed ’em and buy the 
clothes for ’em. Think of me wife 
slowly dyin’ of grief over the likes of 
me, and then think it all rests with 
you’se.” On and on the man talked 
slowly and convincingly as a lawyer 
arguing a case.
Slowly the hard lines in the bear’s 
face relaxed, the mouth became less 
cruel and the eyes softened until large 
tears dripped slowly down the side of 
her jaws. She glanced once or twice 
in the direction of her cubs, then 
heaving a sympathetic sigh, she 
lumbered from the road and a most 
fortunate man hurried on his way, 
scarcely believing he was alive. His 
story was always doubted but he still 
firmly clung to the word: “It’s the 
truth or I’m a dead man.”
Clarence Sargent spent the week
end a short time ago in Bangor.
Luther M. Gerrish died at Brown­
ville, Maine, June 27, 1922. Mr. 
Gerrish was the keeper at North Twin 
Dam for many years for both the 
G. N. P. Co. and the P. L. D.
A recent wedding of interest was 
that of Frederick H. Rippe and Anna 
Elizabeth Raehse of New York City, 
at the home of Rev. Ashley A. Smith, 
on Wednesday, June 28th. They will 
be at home after August 1st, at 77 
Broadway, Bangor, Maine.
“Shorty” Thompson has been spend­
ing a few weeks at Beloit, Wis., in 
the Fairbanks Morse plant. He has 
returned to us with added knowledge 
of the Fairbanks Morse equipment 
and productions.
A most attractive and successful 
lawn party was given by Mr. and 
Mrs. Gilbert on the evening of Wed­
nesday, June 21, in the interest of the 
Dorothea Dix Association. The down 
pour of rain was severe and most 
persistent but the spirit of the party 
was even more determined. Every­
body was in fine spirit and a very 
pleasant evening was passed amidst 
the many decorations and artistic dis- 
play.
Bill Lane of the Forty Mile has 
just purchased a new Maxwell car.
Mr. D. A. Mudge of St. Paul, Minn., 
has been touring the up-river terri­
tory, accompanied by Mgr. Gilbert.
Messrs. Fobbs and Graham have 
been at Pittston for a ten days’ fish­
ing trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy have assumed 
the management of the boarding 
house at Rockwood. They served in 
this same capacity some ten years 
ago and were there for several years. 
They are welcomed back.
Mr. Ordway of Patten is directing 
affairs at the Ten Mile boarding 
house.
One thing NOT to do in baseball is “swat the fly."
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Breaking the Jam.
 Bangor Office Locals 
L. W. O’Connor of the Accounting 
Dept. is spending his annual vacation 
at Little Fitts Pond.
Irvin P. Billings has succeeded H. 
C. Glass as clerk at Bangor. S. H. 
Glass is timekeeper at Daggett Pond, 
Canc. Dam Operation.
Frank Noad has returned from 
Canada and is back on his old job 
again with the Forestry Dept.
June Bragdon, our efficient tele­
phone operator spent the Fourth of 
July holidays at Quebec, St. Anne, 
and other “interesting” points.
The Bangor Office ball team is all 
prepared for the “wood choppers” on 
Aug. 12 th.
R. L. Weymouth has returned to his 
regular work, after assisting N. P. 
Arey at the Greenville Shop for a 
few weeks. Someone said he gained 
ten pounds while in Greenville.
J. B. Pratt and Malcolm Pratt 
spent the holiday at Ripogenus Dam 
and vicinity. It was farther to 
Greenville than they thought.
HE BIT
“Do you see that house up there?” 
asked Wigge.
“Yes,” replied Winn; “what about 
it?”
“Well, that house was built with 
money from many sufferings, writh
ings, agonies, and much blood.”
“Good gracious!” explaimed Winn, 
“what brute lives there?”
“My dentist,” was the reply.
Mr. F. A. Murphy and Miss Caroline 
Sherman were married at Greenville, 
Me., June 26. The happy couple went 
to Calais by automobile on a two weeks 
honeymoon. The employes of the Lily 
Bay Farm, Grant Farm Toting and 
the Grant Farm clubed together and 
made them a present of a chest of 
silverware. They received many 
presents from their friends.
The Visual Instruction Association 
of America, which has been tem­
porarily organized within the past 
few’ months in Chicago, perfected its 
organization at the National Educa­
tional Association held in Boston from 
July 1-8. M. S. Hill was made the 
vice president from Maine in this new 
association. This organization is in­
dicative of the educational possi­
bilities and plans of motion pictures 
and slides now being seriously con­
sidered by leading educators.
Paymaster L. A. Titcomb returned 
from his vacation a few weeks ago, 
spending the same at his home in 
Skowhegan and Willimantic, Maine.
Paymaster Blake disclaims the 
authorship of the little squib which 
appeared in the last issue of The 
Northern, and with which he was 
accredited.
Bill Clark is building the diamond 
at Rockwood.
Mary Wales of Orono is doing 
table work at Pittston.
Don't forget, FIELD DAY, Aug. 
12, 1922 at Lamoine Beach.
Some few weeks ago Mr. William 
N. Taylor of Portland wrote us that 
he anticipated an outing, stopping at 
Pittston, and that he would be glad 
to take along his radio set and 
temporarily install it at the Farm. 
Of course, we replied affirmatively. 
This was done and several concerts 
were given while Mr. Taylor remained 
at Pittston and much to the delight 
of people there.
The first game of ball to be played 
on any of the new diamonds was 
played at the Grant Farm ground 
June 24. The Pittston ground has 
been completed and a game was 
played there July 8. More of this 
later.
By order of the management the 
telephone switch board at Pittston has 
been removed. Messages will be taken 
and sent from the office as was 
previously done.
Miss Hollis of Bangor is visiting 
Miss Mabel Lane at the Forty Mile.
Bill LaCrosse, clerk at Seboomook, 
passed the fourth with relatives in 
Brewer.
Self-conquest is the greatest of victories.—Plato.
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION
From the earliest times people have 
understood the value of pictures in 
making an impression upon the mind. 
The psychology of it is simple enough. 
The mind more readily grasps and 
the longer retains impressions that 
have been made through the eye. 
Matters that are understood but im­
perfectly, or not at all even after a 
long explanation, are easily under­
stood through illustration of the 
matter expressed in pictures. In the 
early days of education rude wood 
cuts and drawings were used by some 
instructors to make their meanings 
clear to their pupils. As soon as 
pictures came they were used in the 
text books. A new era came with 
the use of illustrated text books. Now 
that pictures are easily made, and by 
a simple process, school books, maga­
zines, newspapers and circulars 
abound in pictures of illustrative ma­
terial. The instructive value of the 
picture is understood.
The coming of the motion picture 
brings with it new possibility over 
the still life picture. Its educational 
value is great, undoubtedly. The 
great difficulty, however, is to get 
films that are educational. The 
amusement film has been so popular 
and so profitable that the educational 
film has been neglected, or very 
nearly so. If this situation is 
remedied, it must be done through 
some deliberate undertaking, with 
educational values in mind. This is 
now under way. The Visual Instruc­
tion Association of America has been 
formed in Chicago with the view of 
keeping this matter before the public, 
and the producers of motion picture 
films with the expectation interest 
will be aroused in the educational 
film.
Two forces must be combined to 
produce such films. The producers 
must be made to see that it will pay, 
but chances are that those who can 
produce films are not trained to 
judge educational values. The real 
educators must co-operate with the 
producers and be the real guides in 
this new and much to be desired 
results.
Teacher: “Define trickle.”
Boy: “To run slowly.” 
Teacher: “Define ancedote.” 
Boy: “A short funny tale.” 
Teacher: “Use both words in a 
sentence.”
Boy: “The dog trickled down the 
street with can tied to his ancedote.”
View Above Sourdnahunk Dam.
From Maine to Florida
By Maurice Morris in the N. Y. Herald 
’Way Down Upon the Suwanee River,” 
Is a soft and sweet refrain, 
But come where wild surges leap and shiver, 
’Way down in Maine!
Come where the surf with crash and clangor 
From Isle-au-Haut almost 
Tears at the black rocks 
Breaks and tears in vain!
to Bangor 
in its anger,
gloryCome where Katahdin lifts its
’Way down in Maine;
Where Kennebec pours out its story; 
Allagash its chain.
Moose in the alders, just like a book, 
Mooselookmaguntic and Seeboomook, 
Pattaquongomis, Chimquassabamicook, 
Sisladobsis reign!
Mattawamkeag, Holeb, Saco— 
List to the strain!
Chesuncook, Pemdecook—a stack, oh, 
’Way down in Maine.
Skowheagn, ancient Norridgewock, 
Saboois and Chumuomgomoc,
Orono, Mattagamon flock— 
Each but a grain!
Squawpan, Aroostook, Androscoggin, 
Penobscot, central lane;
Wiscasset, Togus, Umbagog—in 




’Way down in Maine!
WOMAN’S RIGHTS
When the woman motorist was 
called upon to stop, she asked, in­
dignantly, “What do you want with 
me?”
“You were travelling at 40 miles an 
hour,” answered the police officer.
“Forty miles an hour? Why, I 
haven’t been out an hour,” said the 
woman.
“Go ahead,” said the officer. “That’s 
a new one to me.”
There are rolling stones among customers, as well as among employees.
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IF
If you can keep your head when all about you are
losing theirs, and blaming it on you. 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you;
But make allowance for their doubting too.
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting =
Or being lied about don’t deal in lies, 
Or being hated don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good or talk to wise. 
If you can dream and not make dreams your
master 
Or think and not make tho’ts your aim. 
If you can meet with triumph or disaster and
treat those two impostors just the same.
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken
And stoop and build them up with worn out 
tools;
7 
If you can make one heap of all your earnings 
And risk it on one turn of pitch and toss and 
lose;
And start again at your beginnings and never 
breathe a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinews
To serve you long after they are gone.
When there is nothing in you 
Except the will which says to them—Hold on!
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue 
Or walk with kings—nor lose the common touch J
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you.
If all men count with you—but none too much 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds worth of distance run;
Yours is the earth—and all that’t in it. 
And what is more—You’ll be a man, my son. 
—Kipling.
Lombard Traction Engine Co., Water­
ville, are at Shop for a short stay in 
connection with the repair of the new 
Lombard Tractor located here.
The well known questions are still 
asked daily: “Is Mr. Harkness 
there?” “Where is he?” and “When 
do you expect him?” Howja spose 
we know! Can you find a needle in 
a haystack?
See you Field Day!
Don't forget, FIELD DAY, Aug. 
12, 1922 at Lamoine Beach.
CHECKING UP
A Negro sauntered into the office of 
a white friend. “Good Mawin’, Mr. 
Withrow. Kin I use yo’ telephone a 
minute?” he asked.
“Why, certainly, Sam.”
Sam called his number and after a 
few minutes’ wait said: “Is this Mrs. 
Whiteside? Well, I senn in de papeh 
where you-all wanted a good cullud 
man. Is you still wanting one? Then 
the man youse got is puffectly satis­
factory, and you doesn’t contemplate 
makin’ no change soon? All right, 
ma-m. Good-by.”
Mr. Withrow called to Sam as he 
left the telephone. “Now, that’s too 
bad, Sam, that the place is filled.”
“Oh, da’s all right, Mr. Withrow, 
I’se de cullud man what’s got de job, 
but I just a wanted to check up.”
SHE KNEW HIM
Greenville Machine Shop
Who ever heard of trying to drive 
a car any distance without a gas 
tank?
A. P. Murray is “Ever Ready” but 
all know he “Auto Strap” his 
“Gillette.”
F. V. Schenck is in Bangor to 
undergo a slight operation. His smile 
is much missed.
Why is it, when the name Copen­
hagen is mentioned one naturally 
thinks of Whitten?
Weymouth alias “Jimmy Valentine” 
has returned to the Bangor office to 
resume his duties there.
Lepage is now living with Arey 
over in Greenville. You should see 
them with their dinner pails!
The stock room bins, which have 
been patiently awaited these past 
months, have arrived and are rapidly 
being assembled.
Speaking of cribbage, that is one 
game that two of the Social Service 
representatives should practice. Who 
mentioned Toussaint and Page?
Dodge cars seem to be more popular 
than ever! Some owners are think­
ing seriously of converting the tour­
ing cars into trucks, 1-ton capacity.
Ned Votour, who was recently in­
jured here at the Shop, has been dis­
charged from the Eastern Maine 
General Hospital and is expected back 
to work soon.
Messrs. Bickford and Davis of the
Wood Along the Stream Sourdnahunk.
Mrs. Nickerson—“You had the car 
out rather late last night. What de­
layed you?”
Mr. Nickerson—“Had a blow-out, 
Wifey.”
Mrs. Nickerson—“Tire or Chop 
Suey?”—The Goodfellow.
Newlywed: “There’s no place like 
home.”
Longwed: “When some wives go 
away on a visit.”
Character is built upon responsibility.
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 Norcross Items 
June 23rd was a big day at North 
Twin Dam, when Foreman Thomas 
Leet, assisted by Capt. Sam Budreau 
and crew launched the steamer F. W. 
Ayer. This is the latest this boat 
was ever launched for towing, but 
when it comes to towing Capt. Sam 
is right on the job.
Engineer Eugene Philips has ar­
rived in town. Gene has been down 
in East Holden for a few weeks pick­
ing srtawberries on his farm, and 
comes back to Norcross with the 
story that he raised the largest straw­
berries in Hancock county. It listens 
pretty good Gene, but we are from 
“Missouri.”
Joe Lemure, alias Mouser and 
Florent Doucett have been looking 
after the booms at Cemadumcook 
Lake. Mouser will also have charge 
of the boats in the Lower Lakes.
“I’m going out to look about,
So, just stay right where you is.” 
—Mouser.
Steamer W. B. No. 1, which has been 
made into an oil burner will be 
launched this week. George Bisson 
will be captain on this boat and 









Joe Nadeau he git troub’ on brain, I don’t was know de kin’, 
Mak’ heem do nanny foolish t’ing; wife call ’em “absent mine. 
Start out on leetle walk wan tarn, an’ w’en he’s come encore 
Forgit mak’ stop on hees door-yard, kip on t’ree mile an’ more. 
Den Rosie hitch de ole w’ite mare, drive fas’ lak he can go, 
An’ ax all neighbor ’long de way, “Has anny wan seen Joe?” 
She fin’ heem on de Reever road, an’ w’en she’s shout hees name 
He look surprise—she say she guess hees “absent mine’s” to blame. 
Wan night w’en he was pass on well for fill de kitchen pail 
He mak’ mistake w’ile watch de moon, was tie de lantern-bail 
Upon de pole, an’ lower it down till water she was touch,
Den he come to, an’ laff an’ say, “Now don’t dat beat de Dutch?” 
Anoder tarn he tak’ clean pail out to de hog for drink 




Beeg lot o’ fonny t’ing he do, mos’ ev’ry day hees life,
But ’bout de worse was las’ winter he’s come near loose hees 
He’d been away mebbe seex day, on camp for chop de wood;
W’en he come home nice girl was dere, jus’ puttin’ on red 
“Meet Miss Lacroix,” hees wife she say, “was born on de sam’
As I was raise”—Joe’s absent mine ag’in was t’row heem down; 
He hug an’ kiss dat stranger girl he’s never meet before,
Den shake hees own wife by de han’, tole her please come some more. 
“Joe Nadeau,” Rosie say to heem, “I geeve you wan more try;
If you mak’ foolish me ag’in, ’noder husband I’ll buy. 
Will be an easy t’ing, I’m sure, moche better man for fin’, 
But mos’ of all will see dat he don’t git no absent mine.” 
Dat lesson cure ole Joe Nadeau, an’ now he show no sign 
Of foolishness, but watch hees step—all tarn have “present mine.”
—A. L. T. Cummings, in the Maine-Spring.
Joseph Turcott, foreman at Am- 
bepjus has been doing some improve­
ment work while the water was low. 
Joe has his booms all ready and is 
anxiously waiting for the word to 
come.
Thomas Leet’s family moved to 
Norcross this week to spend the 
summer months at their camp, 
“Comeonin.”
Charles Hale, caretaker of the 
buildings at the head of Cemadum­
cook Lake, has gone to Bangor to 
take in the circus and get filled up 
on red lemonade and cracker jack. 
That a-boy, Charles.
Cooper Brook Drive got in June 23, 
which was a record drive this year.
The Norcross Transportation Com­
pany have remodeled the boat Minne­
haha, and will launch same within a 
few days. This boat is used for 
carrying passengers and freight up 
the lake, and is fitted up with the 
latest improvements.
Mr. Albert Fowler, manager of this 
company, was very fortunate in ob­
taining the services of Hart E. Smith 
for captain, as Capt. Smith knows 
where all the rocks are.
J. B. Crocker, our popular station 
agent, has returned from a fishing 
trip in the Jo-Mary Lakes.
Wilmer Spencer has gone to Ban­
gor for a few days. Spencer looks 
after the water and gates  at North 
Twin Dam and we are wondering how 
he ever happened to leave the place 
over night, as Spencer is on the job 
“all the time.”
Construction at Canada Falls Dam.
There never has been a more noisy, 
interesting and exciting celebration 
than conducted here July Fourth. 
Much credit is due Blair Crocker for 
the fine display of fireworks in the 
evening. Had the weather been more 
favorable the celebration would have 
been much larger.
No man ever graduates from the 
School of Experience.
All Aboard for the Field Day with J. Sherman Douglas at Lamoine, August 12 
